1. **ACCIDENT**  TOWNHOUSE PARKING LOT  030208
   Officers responded to a report of a non injury accident. Report filed.

2. **THEFT**  ANDERSON HALL  #216  030308
   Officers responded to a report of a missing computer and flat screen. No force was used to enter the room which was secure.

3. **VANDALISM**  BURNS TOWER  030308
   Officers took a report on a broken light on the southeast corner.

4. **VANDALISM**  QUAD KITCHEN AREA  030308
   Officers took a report for Bon Appetite regarding a broken windshield on a service cart.

5. **AUTO BURGLARY**  OFF CAMPUS  030408
   Victim reports someone entered his vehicle and removed his passport and social security card while it was parked at his apartment complex on Dave Brubeck.

6. **ARREST**  PACIFIC & DAVE BRUBECK  030508
   Officers stopped a vehicle for traffic violations and learned the driver had an outstanding warrant. The driver was arrested and booked on the warrant.

7. **ILL PERSON**  COMPUTER SCIENCE  030508
   Officers responded to a call of someone feeling faints. Subject was transported to the hospital for evaluation.

8. **FORGERY**  PUBLIC SAFETY  030708
   Victim came into this office to report someone had used his checking account to write checks.

9. **ARREST**  PERSHING & BROOKSIDE  030808
   Officers stopped a subject who appeared incoherent at 3:00 AM and determined he was under the influence. He was placed in detox.

10. **BURGLARY**  OFF CAMPUS  030808
    Victim reported to officers that his apartment on Mosaic Way was entered. The suspects entered the apartment through a window and took his lap top computer,
Playstation game console and several other items. Victim did see a suspicious male leaving the complex in a red Honda. Report forwarded to Stockton Police.